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GLUE JOINT once assembled, as in a laminated spar boom for example, must be assumed to be safely bonded. There is no practical way to test it without. 
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GLUE JOINT once assembled, as in a laminated spar boom for example, must be assumed to be safely bonded. There is no practical way to test it without destroying what you have done. Anyway, if you destroy every joint you make to assure yourself it was a good one, you will never finish the project. Because you do not have a way of testing each joint for its ultimate strength, you must be sure that the preparation of each joint, and the gluing and clamping operations are handled with care in order to obtain a good glue line. One indication of a good glue line, of course, is the visual evidence of glue squeezing out. However, that merely means the mating surfaces are generously coated with glue, but it does not indicate the condition of the glue mixture or that sufficient clamping pressure is being imposed. Epoxy characteristically produces a better joint without heavy clamping as uniform contact of both surfaces with the glue is sufficient. However, if you are using a resorcinol glue, a clamping pressure of approximately 150 psi is essential to produce a thin glue line and a safe joint. A safe joint? You can ease your mind in this regard by making a few scrap wood test samples for each batch of glue mixed. These samples can be labeled and dated and, later, tested to destruction. If the wood fails rather than the joint, you may reasonably assume that the results are a fair indicator of the quality of the joints in the structure completed. The alternative to making periodic test samples



would be not to make test samples and assume that



A one man operation requires application of a bit of ingenuity. Completed bottom spar boom Is clamped to the bench saw



for tapering. Opposite end is supported by rope from the garage door track. Note jig table in the background. 34 JANUARY 1981



because the glue joint was assembled while the condition of the glue mixture was ideal, and because the temperature and the clamping pressures were adequate and evenly applied, and because this was done within the glue's working life . . . the joint must be good. If, on the other hand, one or more of the assumptions cited was less than ideal, it may now give you cause to wonder. The option is yours, amigo. Laminating the Booms



They say the simple job often gives the most trouble. But since nobody says building a one-piece cantilever spar is simple, such an undertaking must not be as difficult as is generally assumed. (How's that for reasoning?) Actually, there is a degree of validity to that sort of reasoning. Particularly for the builder who has completed the necessary preparations. He should find that the assembly of his spar will proceed with highly satisfactory and predictable results. But, let's get into a few specifics. Before you get started with your largest major gluing effort be sure that you are really prepared. Have you enough large clamps? Are they placed in the approximate area where they will be used, and are they opened to the approximate fit? How about backup blocks for the clamps . . . do you have plenty? How's the air temperature . . . high enough for the glue being used? Mixing cups, sticks and rags handily located? What about the jig? Look it over again. Will it be protected from the oozed glue with wax paper or some other non-stick provision? Are the centerlines marked on each



Here is the opposite view of the bottom boom. The planform taper In the boom was cut on the bandsaw, feeding that long laminated thing thru the open window.



Making the blocks (stiffeners, bulkheads, dividers) that make up the spar's interior. Some large blocks must be laminated. Large hole in this one is for the gear leg. To assure its alignment the wood plug was used during gluing and clamping. Don't forget to pull it out immediately . . .



lamina (that's right — and the plural is laminae — I looked it up) on all four sides and arranged in proper sequence for spreading the glue and quick assembly? When you think about it, the building of a spar consists of a series of separate gluing sessions, each of which can probably be completed in less than an hour. Actually, the spreading of the glue will probably take the longest time in the process. (This is where a little help from a friend could give you a real boost.) Glues have a certain working life at a certain temperature. You must spread the glue and mate the pieces within this time limit to be assured of a good bond. Often, the final readjustment of the clamps, a searching inspection of the glue line and cleanup takes longer than the gluing process. The two largest and perhaps most important of the gluing jobs in building a spar are definitely the lamination of the upper boom and the lower boom. Don't start either gluing job unless you have plenty of time. Give the family instructions that you not be interrupted with phone calls and requests to come see the cute things the kitty-cat is doing, etc. . . . then make one more pit stop and get to work. It is necessary that the two full span laminae as well as any other long ones be scarf joined to their required lengths before undertaking the gluing assembly of a boom. One concern in this regard is to maintain the alignment necessary in making the scarf joint. A slight misalignment in joining the two pieces and the problem created will be difficult to overcome unless the width of the boards allows plenty of surplus material for trimming. You can, for example, bracket the boards at each end with headless nails to hold the correct alignment while gluing and clamping the scarf joint. It is well worth the time and effort required to lay out the whole boom assembly once (without glue) for a trial run. A complete boom can be assembled and glued in a single work session and the other boom, the following day. Or you can glue a couple layers at a time, taking severa1 days to make one boom. Most builders prefer to go at it all at one time. The choice is yours. It should have no effect on the quality of the completed spar, however, by spreading out the process much more work is involved. Instead of installing and removing back-up blocks once, you will be doing the same thing several times. The recommendation, therefore, is to make one boom



at a time if you can . . . progress will be speeded considerably.



With the exception of Aerolite, most glues lend themselves to double spreading. That is, both contact surfaces are coated with glue and clamping pressure is relied on to squeeze out the excess. This is a far better practice than risking a starved joint when only one surface is coated. Coat each lamina with glue and stack it in the correct sequence for assembly. It won't take you long to become aware of the fact that you have a lot of glue to spread and cannot afford to dilly-dally in applying it. An assistant could be very useful in speeding the glue application. A roller or squeegee may work well with some types of adhesives but a thin flat wood stick will do as well once you develop the knack for spreading the glue with it. Strive for an even coating. As soon as two planks (laminae) are put together, rub them against each other slightly to smooth the glue line and to work out entrapped air. The multi-layered boom is now ready for the jig. Clamp it securely against the outside profile formed by the jig blocks. Be sure to align your reference lines and marks accurately before tightening the clamps. After an initial light clamping, you might begin at the center of the spar and retighten each clamp slightly because the glue will have leveled, and some will have squeezed out somewhat, reducing the initial applied pressure . . . don't overdo it though. Check to see that everything is right and that the laminae are not fanned or twisted toward the tips. Position each clamp so it exerts pressure along the center of the lamination, not near one edge. Use clamps large enough to reach to the center area, otherwise the spar boom will be clamped lopsidedly. After the glue has cured, remove the boom from the jig and set it aside until you have assembled the second boom. Allow each completed boom to set overnight (in the jig) before removing it. At least 24 hours must lapse before you undertake to clean up the booms. Then trim them to size. The completed booms will have a long graceful steptapered appearance due to the greater number of laminae used for the beefier inboard areas of the spar boom. These "steps" must be cut down to a uniform weightsaving-taper to eliminate stress points in the boom laminations. If the boom must be tapered in planform (as viewed from above) as well, mark the taper and cut it down on a bandsaw at this time. You will need a helper for this.



The second landing gear block is now fitted and all that remains to be done is to cut the 30 degree taper in each end. Blocks and stiffeners are now ready for gluing into the jigged booms. SPORT AVIATION 35
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'•'DIRECTION OF BUCKLES



I would discourage attempting to do this by yourself. You might manage it alone, but why risk it? If your workshop space is limited, you can feed the boom into the bandsaw and through an open window, otherwise you may have to take everything outside. Finish the spar booms to dimension. Work slowly and do not remove more wood than the plans dictate. A sharp plane will do the best job. Re-mark the spar boom centerline and other references as each side is surfaced. 36 JANUARY 1981



7 DIRECTION OF PLYWOOD RACE GRAIN



The completed booms are now ready for the return to the jig. Clamp them securely against the outside profile formed by the jig blocks. Internal Blocking and Stiffeners



Next you will have to make and install a number of stiffeners (bulkheads or dividers). Their immediate purpose is to precisely separate the spar booms to the external dimensions required for the completed spar.



Oh, happy day! The closing plywood web has just been glued and Is being clamped using everything but the kitchen sink as a weight . . . bags full of bolts, staplers, hammer, block plane, drill guide, and plastic bags filled with sand. A few



After the clamping debris has been removed and the edges of the spar cleaned of squeezed out glue its true form becomes recognizable. The light areas on the spar have been lightly sanded where ribs will be glued. The top and bottom of the spar must still be beveled to match the rib airfoil section.



However, in addition to separating the booms (flanges), these stiffeners have the function of improving the shear strength of the spar's plywood webs and providing a reinforced area for the attachment of the wing ribs. Bulkheads or stiffeners are located at each rib position. Some stiffeners are made from solid spruce stock while some are made of plywood with stiffeners glued



In earlier years, spars were built with the plywood web grain running in just about any direction the builder or designer took a fancy to. Many designs had square laid plywood while others were glued at a 45 degree angle. As the popularity of using diagonal laid plywood increased, some discussion arose regarding the direction of the face grain in the 45 degree web. It appears that a number of manufacturers as well as builders, have built spars with the 45 degree surface grain running in either direction. However, along comes the U. S. Forest Products Laboratory, with the conclusion that the plywood, being stiffer in bending along the face grain, should offer greater resistance to buckling when the web is laid with the face grain running across the buckles. How much stronger a spar is with the web grain laid 45 degrees according to this guidance (instead of being vertical or slanted in the opposite direction) has never been made generally available to my knowledge.



clamps too.



to each side. They usually, but not always, fit across



the full width of the spar booms. These bulkheads must be fitted accurately to insure



that the completed dimensions of the spar are exact.



Almost all stiffeners have lightening holes which also serve to interconnect the different compartments. This provides a means of equalizing atmospheric pressure with altitude changes . . . not a serious concern for most homebuilts as they do not normally operate at high altitudes. Stiffeners, without lightening holes, should have small W vent holes drilled at the spar centerline between the rib stations.



Glue the bulkheads in accurately because the wing



ribs will later be attached to these reinforced locations. Finally, after double checking that all the blocking and bulkheads are well glued where they should be, weatherproof the entire spar interior with at least two coats of polyurethane exterior grade glossy varnish. Brush it on. Spraying is not recommended because penetration will be poor. Some builders prefer to use an epoxy such as T-88 diluted approximately 25% with lacquer thinner. It is brushed on in much the same manner as varnish. The difference, however, is that the mixture has the advantage of solidifying all cracks, gaps and crevices thereby



eliminating possible trouble areas where moisture might settle. The Plywood Webs



Prepare the plywood webs (skins) by scarfing the necessary pieces together to get the length needed to cover the entire spar. It will be necessary to scarf three or four pieces of plywood together for larger aircraft. Plywood skins are usually reduced in thickness toward the tips. You will, therefore, have to scarf a thinner sheet to a thicker one in some locations. See Figure 1 to see how this is accomplished. The scarf joints are normally made with a 12 to 1 (minimum) bevel.



Current practice does seem to favor laying spar plywood diagonally so its face grain is at right angles to the direction of shear buckles . . . but refer to your plans and lay the plywood web grain as indicated by the designer. If he has not specified anything more than "laid 45 degrees", the foregoing explanation may be useful. Avoid making scarf joints at landing gear attachment points and other highly localized stress points. After scarfing the webs, clean them and mark the location of the internal structure on both sides of the plywood webs. The inside portion of the plywood webs that will not receive glue must then be weather proofed in the same manner as the spar's interior. You are now ready to request a FAA inspection to obtain the O.K. to close the structure. Closing the spar permanently with the long sloppy plywood web will again require the use of many clamps, possibly weights and sandbags, to obtain the desired pressure on the glue line. After allowing the glue to cure for 24 hours, your final clean-up of the glue line may be followed by the beveling of the top and bottom sides to make the spar conform to the airfoil section. Do not varnish any of the spar's exterior surfaces until after the wing has been assembled because you will still have plenty of gluing jobs ahead. Stand back and take a look at your completed spar. Isn't it a remarkable sight? SPORT AVIATION 37
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